The Scarecrow
The movie begins with a shot of a scarecrow in a deserted place. The surrounding appears
to be both haunting and dry. A guy wakes up inside a car with no memories of what happened
previously. He looks confused and exhausted. He explores the area, washes his face and regains
some strength. He is wearing an office suit. After a while, he checks everything in the car and
gasps after finding a dead body in the back seat and stares at it. He wonders whether he is the
person responsible for the murder as he cannot remember anything. Consequently, he attempts to
hide it somewhere in the bushes after driving a bit further into a thicket located in the
surroundings while being very suspiciously to not gather the attention of other people. When he
tries to hide the body, he mysteriously gets knocked down/tipped off and fell down and the
screen fades into black.
When he wakes up, he realizes the corpse is missing and after looking for it, he is unable
to find it. It remains as a mystery and he decides to walk on and ride away despite the awful
situations he finds himself in. As he drives, he tries to remain discreet as much as he can and
somehow reaches to a café and attempts to relax himself drinking a coffee. He tries to get a call
from his mobile phone but notices that it is out of credit. He seems to get his sense back and he is
of the opinion that he got rid of the body. He applies a plaster to his head where he got injured.
When he is paying for the food, he purchases a reload card for his phone. He looks outside at his
car and notices a white cloth swaying to the wind from the trunk of his car. He realizes the dead
body is still there and rushes outside without even bothering to get his balance money as he
notices a child is pulling the cloth from the car trunk. He pushes the child and the child’s mother
gives him a disgusted look for what he has done. The guy wants to apologize but instead drives
the car away swiftly when everyone is starting to gather there. The camera focuses on the child’s
face closer and closer as he drives away.
He is breathing heavily now after escaping narrowly from the café. On the way, he
reloads his phone and checks his phone but realizes it has now no signal and he is unable to
make a call to anyone to get help. Accordingly, he keeps driving as fast as he can and reaches the
place where he woke up earlier. This time he just pulls the body out of the car trunk and drives
away. He just wants to get away from the body as soon as possible. But when driving he notices

a figure is staring at him from behind through his rear mirror and he gets down from the car and
starts to chase him. The figure starts to escape from him as well and they both run fast across the
dry land. The guy gets closer to him and jumps on to him. Then he realizes he accidentally killed
him and starts to cry and now that there is another dead body to worry about. After looking at
who he was, he realizes it is his best friend. He furiously wanders around the dead body like a
mad man and goes to the other dead body wrapped in a white cloth and tears it away. Then he
realizes it is not a body but rather a package covered with clothes as a dead body. Inside the
cloth, he finds a paper written with, “You have been fooled. Happy birthday my friend” and
alongside there is a birthday cake. His face changed after reading this and the movie comes to a
slow motion moment.
He goes back to his friend and sits closer to him and stares at the empty sky. He then
checks his phone again and now it has signal and soon he received a video message. Curiously
he hears a voice, “Your message has been sent successfully” inside a pocket from the dead body.
He checks inside the pocket and notice the message was actually sent from his friend to him.
Only now he could send it as there wasn’t any signal earlier. He starts to watch the video and
sees he is getting drugged as a prank and his friend is preparing a fake dead body and puts it
inside the car. He talks to the camera saying that he is his best friend and he just wanted to play a
memorable prank on him. The video also shows that the friend was hiding in the car trunk when
the guy was trying to hide the body. Friend gets out from the car trunk and record everything he
is doing while laughing at the camera assuming he was planning to show it to other friends how
frightened the guy was. Then he gets closer to him and hits him and this is how he got knocked
down earlier. At the end, it plays the “Happy Birthday” song.
The guy cries while watching the video as he is too late in receiving the video and he
could not avoid such an unfortunate event. He puts his friend next to him in the car and looks at
the sun setting while drinking a beer bottle and keeping yet another bottle to him. He looks to his
left and stares at him and notices a scarecrow in the fields, the same scarecrow that was shown in
the beginning. After a while his car starts and rides away and fades out.
Three days later a person walks through the fields. We assume it is his land as he is a
farmer who is walking while checking the ground to decide when to plant his seeds. He comes
closer to the scarecrow. He smells something bad and notices it is coming from the scarecrow.

He notices something odd about it. He gets closer to it and looks at it. Suddenly he starts to
screams and run away yelling. It is the friend’s rotten dead body that has being attached to the
stick and put up as a scarecrow. The movie ends.

Summary of the Story
A friend plays a serious and dangerous prank to his best friend that ultimately brings his death
and they both become victims of a crime at the end of the day.

